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T HE subject of ·.book · e that may be most 
· the autumn· season, when 

so manfys e·' · ruiting condition. Mt. Hulme 
has wtitt I ges,· which are illustrated with 
thirty.si · 1 -page coloured drawings, prepared by 
the auth r, and pictures, which 
are reproductions from photographs. There are three 
chapters, and the species of plants are grouped into 
these chapters as follows :-Chapter i., plants of the 
hedgerows; · chapter ii., trees . of the .forest; and 
chapter iii., plants of the moorland, the meadow and 
the stream. 

The notes vary in length according lo the estimated 
importance and interest of . the species, the text is 
largely composed of quotations from the old· writers on 
the folk-lore of the species; and medicinal uses to which 
parts of the 'plants havfi been appliea. The at
tempts to trace 'in ·most cases the derivation of the 
names, and, in addition, supplies brief descriptions of 
the ·structure of the flowers and ·fruits , \Ve have 
nothiqg but praise. for the coloured plates, which 
in all instances appear sufficiently faithful to 
nature to enable the novice to identify the fruits, I 
notwithstandirlg the drawings ·lack · such botanical 
details as can only be shown after dissection 
of the fruits, and illustration . of the sections. 
Those representing· the common · spindle tree (Euony

eurupaeus), hawthorn (Crataegus oxyacantha), 
sweet briar (Rosa rubiginosa), and oak (Quercus 
Robur) are especially commendable. 

Having said so much as to . the merits of the book, 
we cannot be silent in respect to its defects. The text 
has evidently been written ·hurriedly, and the com
position needed more careful revision thah has been 
exercised. The ·following sentence, for instance, is 
not more arribiguo\)s·than others 'that might be 
:>elected £rom eaCh chapter-. On p. 13, in respect to 
the privet (LiKustmm 'Vulgare) the author writes :-

" Aftt-..r. these somewhat offensive or altogether de
l,ightful, flowers succe!!d the berries, . and these, if 
unmolested by the blackbirds, thrushes, bullfinches, 
and other birds to whom they are acceptable, remain 
on the plant · throughout the ·wimer." 

The punctuation is -faithfully. Or, as on 
p. 203.:-

"·Large· ·. tracts· have, however, of late years been 
ploug_hed up, a proceeding the be11efit of 
any_oM, .a.nd, so Jar of a-.. wild 
beauty to remain, 
.and whtch we, can only regret the 
loss "I 

On p. 14, in a sentence to)he, prlvet, 
the WW'd · generJt has::. been' ·made to read. genuine. 
On p. 52 the ·,is :referred to as 
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a genuine ancient Briton," but on p. 57 it is also 
dt:'ctibed as •i a welcome and sturdy guest,'' which 
is surely, suggestive of an exotic species rather than 
"an ancient Briton." 

The use that is made of capital letters is altogether, 
incdrlsistent. In the headings all the specific 
commence with capitals, a practice which is indefens-
ible when applied t:Q botanical nomenclature, yet on 
p. i81 Viscum crucii,Uum; \Vhen printed in the text, 
has no capitals, not even one for the generic name. 

\Ve can see no reason .for the author adopting the 
name Sarothamnus for the common broom, 

the correct name (or which is Cytisus. · TP,e plani 
should be invariably described as Cytisu's sC:oparius. 
The list of illustrations at the commencement of the 
book has probably the author': 
the type was set. '11iis would explam die generw 
\vord Rubus ·bein·g misspclt Robus in three instaneeii, 
and scoparius misspelt scaparius. . 

The subject of this work is an extremely 
teresting one, and notwithstanding the imper
fe.Ctions we have mentioned, the book may be' 

to those who are about to spend · a 
holiday in a country district, or to students in schools 
but especially to who desire acquire some 
knowledge o'f the folk-lore connected w1th some of the 
commonest fruit1ng plants in our native flora. 

COSl'viOLOGICAl. SPECULATION. 

Two New Worlds. (1) Th In (2} The 
Supra-World. By E. E. 0 er d'Albe. Pp. ix+ 

on . and Co., 1907.) Price 

T H rs part oL this book is an elaboration of an 
a , [o .. ;already familiar to the s.cientific 

The I fra-world is a universe in wh1ch an 
atom is a solar svstem : the positive atom is its sun, 
the electrons are .1ts planets. The author points ·out 
that the scale of distances in our own and the 
world is. approximately. i.n the ratio w" : 1, this 
the ratio of the average diameters of our solar system 
and an atom. Further, the measured by. the 
period of revolution of an electron a!,Jout its positive 
atom, is , for a particular case, reduced by' the same 
factor. In this coincidence 1\fr. Fournier fiuds justi
fication for regarding the world of atoms as a verit
able universe on a smaller scale. 

The detailed account .of .the which is 
presented in first six" chapters, though interesting 
in itself, is perhaps t(') blii' regarded ma.i.nJ.y 
ing the way for the C"on.ceptiO[I ,9f: a 
whkh our sol;1r systell].; functions. a!; an, atom. lt ,JS 

not possible here to di.$t,uss - tl')e reasoning by whicb 
the author to ";{t:lblish ; the .el:'istence of 
galactic universc,s; · ... he employs are 
simple and reasonable( ami will a:ppea-1 .. 
the reader who is to be _gulded by: probahihey 
in <l regiQn certainty is ·at pr.esent 
attainable. It is here to remark that !:hi! 
author's .presentation of 'the is based on 
the ·assiimptlon'S :-
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